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During this period, they began to modernize amphibious warfare that fabricated into the seminal Tentative Landing
Operations Manual which was implemented in The doctrine set forth the organization, theory and practice of landing
operations by establishing new troop organization and the development of amphibious landing crafts and tractors.

Lee , the Confederate Army commander, declared: We have nothing to oppose his heavy guns, which sweep
over the low banks of this country with irresistible force. By the time the Treaty of Paris was ratified in the
United States had annexed the Philippines in the western Pacific to influence foreign relations in China and
Korea; primarily through the presence of the Asiatic Squadron. Also, Congress approved the Foraker Act in
the annexation of Puerto Rico for the defense and protection of the newly independent Cuba from any possible
foreign attack. The government also negotiated with Nicaragua and Colombia for the right to build an
isthmian canal through Panama. Due to the new, vast expansion of territory, the Navy began to assume
strategic duties unimagined before The most dangerous, likely foe that the United States Navy faced was the
British Royal Navy , and had been implemented into War Plan Red , [5] however, relations had improved and
both already committed to a growing rapprochement. And after the Russo-Japanese War , victorious Imperial
Japan had serious plans of expanding its influence south and in the west Pacific. The United States Navy
solely relied on the islands for refueling stations for the coal-powered navy ships; the lifeline to the naval
bases in the Philippines and Guam. If such an attack was initiated by the Japanese, a system of Pacific naval
bases were needed to be built, in order to put War Plan Orange into effect. The General Board was convinced
that it would require Marine expeditionary battalions that were capable in the hastily development of advanced
bases, and it could not depend on the small and overextended United States Army to defend the bases in short,
limited order. Williams later epitomized the modernized doctrine of amphibious operations, focusing on
seizure, preparation, and defense of advance bases, which also adopted the concept of amphibious
reconnaissance. Biddle sent orders to Earl H. Ellis , a Marine Officer, to the Advance Force Base, which in
later years was re-established as the Fleet Marine Force in regards to his report and thesis [9] he had written at
the Navy War College concerning the setting up of advanced bases. Fleet Marine Force[ edit ] Main article:
During this period, they began to modernize amphibious warfare that fabricated into the seminal Tentative
Landing Operations Manual [10] which was implemented in The doctrine set forth the organization, theory
and practice of landing operations by establishing new troop organization and the development of amphibious
landing crafts and tractors. Also, they emphasized the use of aerial and naval support in beach landings for the
troops. To further complicate problems in the development of amphibious warfare amongst the Marine Corps
was that they were organized for aggressive, but limited objectives, instead of extensive operations that fully
relied on larger ground forces that were capable of sustaining longer in combat, due to being well-funded and
equipped. A notable result of the ATC was the deployment of Engineer Amphibian Brigades later called
Engineer Special Brigades , which were largely responsible for much of the amphibious resupply doctrine still
in use by the United States Marine Corps today. These units represented the sum total of the amphibious
forces of the United States, with the exception of small units of the Fleet Marine Force , which had been
trained for amphibious raids. It was apparent that the United States Marine Corps did not have sufficient
troops trained for the type of operation which was necessary to win the war. In , the Army ceded the
amphibious operation role to the Marine Corps. The Free Press, Johns Hopkins University Press, Rudmin,
Bordering on Aggression:
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Navy, FTP was approved on August 5. A landing operation is a military action aimed at a bringing the landing
force usually via landing craft to a shore or to land with the purpose of power projection. United States
amphibious operations. United States amphibious operations - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Throughout
much of its history, the United States prepared its troops in both the United States Marines and the United
States Army to fight land from sea into the center of battle. Lee, the Confederate Army commander, declared:
We have nothing to oppose his heavy guns, which sweep over the low banks of this country with irresistible
force. By the time the Treaty of Paris was ratified in 1. United States had annexed the Philippines in the
western Pacific to influence foreign relations in China and Korea; primarily through the presence of the
Asiatic Squadron. Also, Congress approved the Foraker Act in the annexation of Puerto Rico for the defense
and protection of the newly independent Cuba from any possible foreign attack. The government also
negotiated with Nicaragua and Colombia for the right to build an isthmiancanal through Panama. Due to the
new, vast expansion of territory, the Navy began to assume strategic duties unimagined before 1. The most
dangerous, likely foe that the United States Navy faced was the British Royal Navy, and had been
implemented into War Plan Red,[5] however, relations had improved and both already committed to a
growing rapprochement. And after the Russo- Japanese War, victorious Imperial Japan had serious plans of
expanding its influence south and in the west Pacific. The United States Navy solely relied on the islands for
refueling stations for the coal- powered navy ships; the lifeline to the naval bases in the Philippines and Guam.
If such an attack was initiated by the Japanese, a system of Pacific naval bases were needed to be built, in
order to put War Plan Orange into effect. United States and its interests were possible in both the Pacific and
the Caribbean, and given the thousands of miles the fleet would have to steam to provide security to the
outermost bases of Guam, the Philippines, or of the similar. The General Board was convinced that it would
require Marine expeditionary battalions that were capable in the hastily development of advanced bases, and it
could not depend on the small and overextended United States Army to defend the bases in short, limited
order. Williams later epitomized the modernized doctrine of amphibious operations, focusing on seizure,
preparation, and defense of advance bases, which also adopted the concept of amphibious reconnaissance.
Biddle sent orders to Earl H. Ellis, a Marine Officer, to the Advance Force Base, which in later years was reestablished as the Fleet Marine Force in regards to his report and thesis[9] he had written at the Navy War
College concerning the setting up of advanced bases. Fleet Marine Force[edit]By the 1. During this period,
they began to modernize amphibious warfare that fabricated into the seminal Tentative Landing Operations
Manual[1. The doctrine set forth the organization, theory and practice of landing operations by establishing
new troop organization and the development of amphibious landing crafts and tractors. Also, they emphasized
the use of aerial and naval support in beach landings for the troops. This preparation proved invaluable in
World War II, when the Marines not only spearheaded many of the attacks against Japanese- held islands in
the Pacific theater of war, but also helped train the United States Army divisions that also participated in the
island- hopping campaign. To further complicate problems in the development of amphibious warfare
amongst the Marine Corps was that they were organized for aggressive, but limited objectives, instead of
extensive operations that fully relied on larger ground forces that were capable of sustaining longer in combat,
due to being well- funded and equipped. A notable result of the ATC was the deployment of Engineer
Amphibian Brigades later called Engineer Special Brigades , which were largely responsible for much of the
amphibious resupply doctrine still in use by the United States Marine Corps today. These units represented the
sum total of the amphibious forces of the United States, with the exception of small units of the Fleet Marine
Force, which had been trained for amphibious raids. It was apparent that the United States Marine Corps did
not have sufficient troops trained for the type of operation which was necessary to win the war. The Naval
History of the Civil War, 1. The Free Press, 1. Paul Carano and Pedro C. Johns Hopkins University Press, 2.
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Even the original Tentative Landing Operations Manual considered the vulnerable concentrations of troops in transports,
landing boats, and on the beach and called for a three-to-one numerical superiority over the enemy in the air.

Shortly after this force structure change, the Marines at the Marine Corps Schools at Quantico began to create
an amphibious operations manual which would be adopted by all sister services as doctrine. Ellis provided
Commandant of the Marine Corps Lt. Lejeune with Advanced Base Operations in Micronesia in Among his
many precise specifics, Ellis warned the Corps that they would eventually have to face heavily fortified
Japanese islands and capture advance bases needed to project power across the Pacific, the blueprint for the
later successful island hopping campaign. Also included in his work were capabilities and roles of new
weapons such as the carrier, submarine, torpedo plane and long range bombers. Pacific Fleet would be
destroyed. Ellis based this forecasts on strategic balance of power in the Pacific. At the conclusion of World
War I, Japan was granted possession of many islands in the Pacific that were previously controlled by
Germany. With this deep zone of island outposts and a very capable navy, Ellis knew Japan would be difficult
adversary and the Marine Corps was the only fighting force that could defeat them. It is not enough that the
troops be skilled infantry men or artillery men of high morale; they must be skilled water men and jungle men
who know it can be done--Marines with Marine training. While the death of Ellis remains a mystery of
legendary proportions, the impact he would have on amphibious doctrine and war strategy long after his death
is undeniable. In his foresight, Ellis knew the Marine Corps would one day become a mighty amphibious force
and not continue to be relegated to the protection of naval bases. Turning ideas into doctrine: Students and
instructors work as peers to create doctrine In November , all classes at the Marine Corps Schools were
suspended, and, under the guidance of Colonel Ellis B. Miller, Assistant Commandant of the Schools, both the
faculty and students set to work to write a manual setting forth in detail the doctrines and techniques to be
followed in both training and actual operations. With the creation of this detailed manual, the Marine Corps
and the Marines stationed at Quantico cemented the amphibious nature that is innate in the Marine Corps.
Although largely theoretical, the manual was so concise and detailed that the Navy and Army adopted it as
their own with little changes other than the name and cover. The students of the Marine Corps School were
broken into groups and lead by instructors as they produced a logical and chronological approach to
amphibious landing operations which detailed many of the common pitfalls of historical amphibious assaults.
Command relationships, naval gunfire support, aviation support, ship-to-shore movement, securing the
beachhead and logistical issues were finally compiled into one document. Army got the credit, but the Marines
should be recognized for the assist At the time of World War II, the Marine Corps was still fighting against
outdated ideas and visions of where the Marines fit in the overall defense of a nation and what their role would
be moving forward. The mission of the Marine Corps had been changing as fast as technology and tactics
since its inception. However, the creation of these two documents and the execution of the battles they helped
to win gave the Marine Corps solid footing as the go-to force for amphibious operations. Marines were not
present at the great amphibious assaults of the European theater: But, it was the Marine Corps who trained,
educated and provided the doctoral leadership for all of those missions â€” the Army provided the muscle, the
Marines provided the brains. Marines at Quantico prove their worth once again Without the Marines at
Quantico possessing the foresight and fortitude to create doctrine and expert analysis in the face of doubt and
criticism, many of the text books read by children around the world may not have the same endings.
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Its military history dates back to , with the Commonwealth of Virginia establishing a Navy of 72 vessels and
utilizing Quantico as a base of operations for the fleet. During the Civil War, Confederate gun batteries located
at Quantico blocked the shipping lane of the Potomac River, blockading the Federal capital for a long period
of time. Marine Corps interests in Quantico began in as U. At that time Major General George Barnett, 12th
Commandant of the Marine Corps, ordered a new training camp established that could house 7, Marines. The
main criteria for the site was that it had to be on land lying next to a body of water and suitable for troop
maneuvers and target practice. A 5, acre tract, meeting all the specifications, was found at Quantico,
approximately 35 miles south of Washington, DC. They were joined later by a light artillery battalion and the
6th and 8th Marine Regiments. The units were known as the Advanced Base Force. In December , the
Quantico site was purchased, and the Secretary of the Navy authorized the Marine Corps to develop Quantico
as a permanent base. Lejeune, 13th Commandant of the Marine Corps, decided that existing educational
facilities for Marines were inadequate. It also saw the early realization of the idea that a war with Japan was a
distinct future possibility. To meet this prospect, it was clear that a successful offensive against the Japanese
would require seizure-by amphibious assauItâ€”of a chain of naval bases and islands across the Pacific. New
concepts, new skills, and new equipment were essential requirements in order to accomplish this. Quantico,
well equipped to undertake and develop the necessary plans for such a task, became the focal point of
amphibious warfare development. In , the U. Army borrowed the text verbatim when it issued its first
amphibious manual. Equipment for the implementation of the amphibious manual was developed at Quantico
by the Marine Corps Equipment Board. The forerunner of the Marine Corps Systems Command, this agency
assumed leadership in the development of new devices needed to conduct and support military operations
across the natural barrier presented by a shoreline. Among the new developments and ideas formulated at the
time was the concept of close air support for troops on the ground. Under this concept, the commander of a
ground unit could call for air support to deliver aerial ordnance on enemy targets, including those near his own
position. This doctrine is very much alive and in use today. With the move of the Fleet Marine Force in from
Quantico to Camp Lejeune and Cherry Point, North Carolina, the principal mission of Quantico became the
individual education of Marines as distinguished from unit training. In , some 50, acres west of U. Highway 1
were added to the base to provide much needed maneuver, firing, and bombing ranges. During the war, 15,
second lieutenants were commissioned at the schools and another 20, Marine officers received specialized and
advanced training at Quantico. In addition, officers from the Army, Navy, and allied countries also studied at
Quantico. With the end of World War II and the advent of the nuclear age, Marine Corps Schools introduced a
new amphibious concept-one that would improve conventional landings as well as operations involving the
possible use of atomic weapons. This new concept was based on the helicopter. This experimental aircraft
offered a rapid means of moving troops from scattered ships to shore, while allowing the fighting men to
bypass heavily defended beaches and attack them from the rear. In , Korea became the proving ground for the
techniques developed. During the bitter fighting there, entire Marine battalions were transported to the front
and regiments were frequently supplied by helicopters. Ten thousand Marines were evacuated the same
wayâ€”by Marine helicopters. The doctrines and equipment perfected at Quantico proved themselves in
Vietnam. In addition to developing contemporary military doctrine and tactics, Quantico offers progressive
education at the basic, intermediate and career levels for Marine officers as well as military professional
education for Marine Corps staff noncommissioned officers. Further, the Combat Development Command was
proactive in the evolution of doctrine, techniques, and training which contributed substantially to the success
of Operation Desert Storm in Southwest Asia in From its inception, the Marine Corps has recognized that
professionally trained and highly motivated individuals are needed to guide the organization. Leadership has
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been and will always remain the watchword of the Marine Corps. All activities at Quantico are geared toward
developing and strengthening that quality, particularly in Marine officers. Today, the Marine Corps has
reduced its ranks to a hard core of dedicated men and women. People of conviction who seek a challenging
career are being chosen to fill the ranks. At Quantico the education and development of new officers begins.
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From a person somewhat familiar with what the Marine Corps has traditionally been known for, you would
hear "Performing amphibious operations. In other words, the Marine attitude, independent of its stage of
evolution , is what has carried the Marine Corps so far over the last years and it is this spirit that will guarantee
its future existence. A study of amphibious doctrine from World War I through the Gulf War shows why
Marines are not only amphibians but also chameleons. In , the Marine Corps school s opened in Quantico,
Virginia with the foresight that a war with Japan would entail the amphibious seizure of a series of islands
across the Pacific Estes Among his suggestions, he warned the Corps that they would eventually have to face
heavily fortified Japanese islands and capture advance bases needed to project power across the Pacific
Moskin Additionally , he described the capabilities and roles of new weapons such as the carrier, submarine,
torpedo plane, and long-range bomber Heinl World War II would eventually prove him correct. During World
War I, the Marines were mainly used as Army replacements which would later put them in danger of post-war
dismantling. Furthermore, the dismal failure of amphibious operations at Gallipoli convinced military thinkers
that amphibious operations could not succeed against strong opposition. But one man had the foresight to plan
and develop an entire new realm of responsibility that ensured survival. One man with one plan had changed
the course of Marine Corps history and provided America with a powerful force for the upcoming wars. True
to its nature, the Marine Corps refused to be content and mark time. In , the Marine Corps was officially given
the amphibious mission of the seizure of advanced bases for the Navy and also approved the concept of the
Fleet Marine Force FMF. In , the Marine Corps school published its most celebrated culmination of
amphibious research in the Tentative Landings Operations Manual. Known as the "bible" of amphibious
doctrine, this manual was adopted by both the Navy and the Army, down to the diagrams, but each time was
renamed by the adoptive service. The revolutionary manual dealt with all aspects of amphibious operations.
Subjects discussed included the nature of the landing forces, the allocation of command responsibilities,
ship-to-shore movements, survival on the beachhead, fitting naval gunfire support to the need of the landing
force, the coordination of close air support, logistics, and the use of landing craft Moskin Once again, Marines
had taken the initiative to establish themselves as experts in amphibious doctrine. Ironically, the Marine Corps
was still fighting for its own existence by filling ever-changing roles. You put your men in boats and as long
as you get well-trained crews to take the boats in, it is the simplest deployment in the world -- the men can go
nowhere else except the beach. But when it was time to take credit for successful amphibious endeavors, the
Army was quick to step forward. But the author left out two important facts. First, it was the Marines who
"specially trained" these Army units and second, the doctrine they used to train came straight out of the
Tentative Landings Operations Manual developed by the Marine Corps schools. Marines prefer to provide
both aspects as they did in the Pacific while the Army was carrying out Marine Corps. The true fruits of work
from LtCol Ellis and the schools at Quantico came in the form of the island-hopping campaigns in the Pacific.
Like a steam roller, the Marines assaulted island after island against deadly odds. As they moved closer to the
Japanese mainland, their tactics improved with experience. Despite pessimism by high officials and requests
from the Army to wait one year until they were ready, the Marine Corps put her doctrine to work. Following
the successful campaigns in the south Pacific, the Marines displayed their amphibious assault virtuosity in the
central Pacific campaigns. All of these battles were frontal assaults against heavily fortified Japanese positions
Estes Regardless, but at great cost, the Marines got the job done. Since then, there have been successful
amphibious operations at Lebanon in , Cuba in , the Dominican Republic in , and Vietnam from Rider Even
as recent as the Gulf war, the mere presence of a full-functional amphibious attack force off the coast of Iraq
was enough to draw large numbers of enemy troops away from the flanking attack to the west. The similarities
between her history and her tactics are striking. They identify a problem, attack it viciously until victory,
regroup, and start again. After World War I, they carved out a niche as an amphibious force ready to make
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sweeping attacks on enemy beaches rather than acting as replacements for Army units. As World War II swept
across the globe, the Marines concentrated on the Pacific island-hopping campaign with the understanding that
war with Japan was imminent. Following the successful attacks in the Pacific and then hard won battles during
the Korean war, the Marines once again adapted. In response to changing times and changing technologies, the
Marines once again identified a better way to do business. Now, instead of the sweeping assault forces
necessary for World war II, the Marines provide a smaller, stronger, lightning force analogous to the end of a
whip. With the new Marine Expeditionary Unit MEU concept, a self-contained force of highly trained Marines
can attack an advanced base at short notice and then be retracted to threaten additional beachheads. Together
with improved amphibious doctrine and technological advances, the latest phase of Marine Corps evolution
maintains the reputation started with LtCol Ellis. Doctrines come and go and missions become outdated. But
what does not change, what must never change, is Marine Corps adaptability. Future missions, as well as
future existence, depends on this one factor. But by then, America will be rewarded with the fruit of
visionaries who foresaw the needs of 21st century warfare. At that time, there will be new missions and the old
Marine Corps will once again metamorphosize into the force of choice. I am using your website as a
secondary source for my thesis and I have found it very complete; however, I feel I should inform you of a
discrepancy. You are correct in saying that the Marine Corps was officially tasked as an advanced base force
in , although that was its primary function as early as , however, the FMF was not created until 8 December in
accordance with Navy Department General Order Assault From The Sea. Naval Institute Press, Binkin,
Martin, and Record, Jeffery. The Brookings Institution, News and World Report 3 February United States
Naval Institute, National Defense University, Author of Modern Amphibious Warfare. McGraw Hill Book
Company, An Alternative Marine Corps.
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Edit The history of amphibious warfare predates Greek antiquity. In United States history, early in the
Revolution, Colonial marines were used to conduct amphibious landings and raids such as the Battle of
Nassau , [2] and the Penobscot Expedition. Though this history produced a system of landing procedures, the
advent of the motor vehicle the tank in particular and the airplane required planners to think more critically
about the feasibility of amphibious operations. In Panama, during the s, the Marine Corps conducted a few
modest experiments concerning modern amphibious warfare. The establishment of the Fleet Marine Force and
greater concentration on the feasibility of amphibious assault were the direct result. Developing the ability to
capture Japanese held islands during a Pacific war against Japan was a vital part of US war contingency plans;
War Plan Orange. It was not until these contingency plans described the necessity of amphibious capability
that testing key maneuvers in amphibious landings was funded. Ships fitted as troop transports were not
priorities for the Navy in fact or in theory, so as a stop-gap measure the responsibility fell to battleships and
cruisers to lift Marine landing forces. The northwest peninsula of Culebra Island was chosen as the training
area. The Training Squadron consisted of the battleships Arkansas , Wyoming , and a destroyer squadron. In
December , a conference between Brigadier General C. Freeman was held aboard the flagship Trenton at St.
Florida, to develop plans. The Marine contribution to the exercise included the 1st Marine Brigade , stationed
at Quantico , composed of two infantry battalions, an artillery battery from the 10th Marine Regiment , and
small engineer and service units. Aircraft conducted aerial reconnaissance and bombardment sorties. The
Caribbean fleet tested a range of weapons while the Marines moving from ship-to-shore employed machine
guns , mm mortars , and the mm pack howitzers against beach targets. In one of the experiments, a boat was
successfully covered in a protective smoke screen , but this caused the landing party to immediately halt, and
the waves broke up the unit, while many boats lost their way to the beachhead. These test concluded that area
suppressing fire was far better than attempting pin-point bombardment. The outcome of these exercises
convinced the Marines that better landing craft and boats were needed, as well as more dependable
communications equipment and techniques. The 1st Brigade had revealed many of the same mistakes seen in
FLEX1 but encountered several new problems. The Marines needed to get closer to the beach and the
battleships were not able to tread in shallow waters. As for the landing craft boats, the problem was still not
resolved as they were slow and extremely vulnerable. In several testing of various boats, they found that they
proved to highly unstable for gun platforms, dangerous in disembarking the troops and were incapable in
crossing submerged coral reefs. The uses of smoke and darkness to conceal the beach landings were still
causing confusion amongst the landing parties. While the artificial naval gunfire tests were being continued,
the rapid area fire had made the aerial spotting difficult for the pilots. And still communications were a
problems. However, the barrage-type bombardment met the approval for the Army Officer-Observers to
reinforce a fundamentally sound doctrine. Attack Force Operation Plans and Also present were the
understrength provisional Army 1st Expeditionary Brigade. And once again, the testing problems of previous
exercises presented themselves. The heavy California surf proved the landing boats were infeasible for beach
landings; the Navy coxswains disembarked their troops too far from the beach, broached their boats, or
dispersed the concentration of the landing in scouting out better, safer landing spots. After five standard-type
naval boats foundered in four-foot surf, efforts to adapt these were ended. Smoke and darkness continued to
present problems as in earlier tests. Bombardment tests were extensive but the spotting techniques, ordnance,
and communications used remained unsatisfactory. Plus, they learned that aerial attacks had to be made at
certain right angles to the direction of the attack to avoid friendly fire. The pilots however argued that they
lacked the special-type of attack aircraft and the proper air-ground communications before they were to gain
precision in strafing and bombing. Two aircraft squadrons, from Quantico, VA. Also, FLEX 3 was the first
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time cargo nets used for embarking troops to the landing boats. The method proved a success, but as in the
past, other Marines were loaded into boats at the rail before lowering. The use of scramble nets for
embarkation was first tested during FLEX 3. The origins of the destroyer-transports, or APDs were not widely
known at that time until it was first mentioned in an after action report when Brigadier General James J.
Meade suggested destroyers might solve the dual problem of a shortage of amphibious transports and naval
gunfire support. It had built a large number of these during World War I and most were now in obsolete
compared to the battleships that were being used as troop transports during those times. And he further
concluded that the battleships can be pressed on to other naval missions instead of being relied for troop
transportation. Although the APD provided lesser carrying capacity and limited ability in carrying landing
crafts and heavy equipment. The total amphibious landing force was composed of approximately 4, Army and
Marine Corps personnel. While firing a scheduled secondary battery practice on board the USS Wyoming on
the last day of the exercises at San Clemente Island, an explosion occurred in the 13 5-inch gun mount , killing
one officer and six enlisted personnel. Thirteen other personnel were injured in the blast. The tests were
conducted on the beaches of Vieques and the main island of Puerto Rico. During these exercises, three Army
National Guard regiments participated by "defending" ashore while the Marines of the 1st Brigade attempted a
"mock" assault against them. It was the first time that reconnaissance elements were added to the amphibious
assault, reflecting the reconnaissance doctrine outlined in the Fleet Training Publication These raiding and
patrolling parties would lay the ground work for the Marine Raider Bn. The exercise missions were a mixed
success at Vieques and Puerto Rico when two patrols were captured, but it was realized that with experience
and refinement the concept held promise. Johnson, Commander of the Attack Force, in reaching the beach
under the cover of darkness by inflatable rafts. The heavy seas were awash the decks with every wave driven
by a wind of between a force of 4 and 5 [knots] in velocity and varying direction from 70 degrees to degrees
which approximately paralleled the island. Although one was subsequently captured at the night of the
landing. Modified fishing craft were tested and, although superior to standard naval boats in beaching and
speed, their exposed rudders and screws were wont to dig in during retracting from the beach. However, both
the landing teams and recon teams agreed that communications was still a major obstacle in achieving the total
success of the Fleet Landing Exercises. Means of communications were important to transmit information
quickly and not waiting for it to be relayed once the troops had landed for it to be available for those who
would need it. These exercises again were only Navy-Marine Corps cooperation as the army no longer
participated. After a few weeks of hasty work in the New York Navy Yard, the ship served as a transport for
Marine units in the Caribbean. In the fall of Manley went back into the yards for a more extensive conversion.
Workers removed all torpedo tubes, one gun, two boilers, and their smokestacks thus creating a hold
amidships for cargo and troops. The inserted reconnaissance patrols would deflate their experimental rubber
boats upon reaching the shore and re-inflate to rendezvous with the awaiting submarine at a predestined point.
As for the Marine assault teams they found that getting their equipment to the beachhead during an
amphibious landing was a strenuous task and extremely difficult with the existing landing craft. Most of the
landing boats were incapable in hauling amphibious tractors , artillery and other important supplies necessary
for properly establishing an advanced base. The Marines requested the Bureau of Construction and Repair to
design and build feasible landing craft, but to no avail. Soon the Marines began to express interest in a variety
of different commercially produced boats. Although the drawback was that the equipment had to be unloaded,
and men disembarked, over the bow or sides, thus exposing them to enemy fire in a combat situation. They
requested that the boat have retractable hinged door at its bow-replacing the machine gun mounts; and it was
adopted as the standard personnel landing craft, the Landing Craft Personnel LCP L by It became clear that
the Navy and Marine Corps was in dire need for amphibious transports larger than destroyers as the 1st
Brigade could barely send two thousand Marines to land in the Caribbean and only adequate experimental
landing craft were provided. Comparative tests showed the Higgins Eureka landing craft, the foot tank
lighters, and rubber boats to have been the best adapted to landing operations. Smith seized the newly
developed destroyer-transport. They were the first unit to use the revamped Manley. On 23 February It used
rubber boats to execute an assault landing against Culebra. In , patrols were successfully infiltrating ashore
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and reporting information and became an accepted doctrine in amphibious reconnaissance. He designated the
three companies of the 7th Marines embarked on these ships as the Mobile Landing Group. During the
exercise these units again made night landings, either to protect the main assault, or conducted diversionary
attacks. The 1st Marine Division was one of the first two division-sized units formed by the Corps. There is no
record of an activation ceremony since the division was deeply involved the preparations for FLEX 7. This
was the last fleet landing exercise before the United States became a combatant in the Second World War.
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Tentative Landing Operations Manual published in relied heavily on the use of aviation as an integral part of the seizure
and defense of potential advanced bases.

Origins[ edit ] The history of amphibious warfare predates Greek antiquity. In United States history, early in
the Revolution, Colonial marines were used to conduct amphibious landings and raids such as the Battle of
Nassau , [2] and the Penobscot Expedition. Though this history produced a system of landing procedures, the
advent of the motor vehicle the tank in particular and the airplane required planners to think more critically
about the feasibility of amphibious operations. In Panama, during the s, the Marine Corps conducted a few
modest experiments concerning modern amphibious warfare. The establishment of the Fleet Marine Force and
greater concentration on the feasibility of amphibious assault were the direct result. Developing the ability to
capture Japanese held islands during a Pacific war against Japan was a vital part of US war contingency plans;
War Plan Orange. It was not until these contingency plans described the necessity of amphibious capability
that testing key maneuvers in amphibious landings was funded. Ships fitted as troop transports were not
priorities for the Navy in fact or in theory, so as a stop-gap measure the responsibility fell to battleships and
cruisers to lift Marine landing forces. The northwest peninsula of Culebra Island was chosen as the training
area. The Training Squadron consisted of the battleships Arkansas , Wyoming , and a destroyer squadron. In
December , a conference between Brigadier General C. Freeman was held aboard the flagship Trenton at St.
Florida, to develop plans. The Marine contribution to the exercise included the 1st Marine Brigade , stationed
at Quantico , composed of two infantry battalions, an artillery battery from the 10th Marine Regiment , and
small engineer and service units. Aircraft conducted aerial reconnaissance and bombardment sorties. The
Caribbean fleet tested a range of weapons while the Marines moving from ship-to-shore employed machine
guns , mm mortars , and the mm pack howitzers against beach targets. In one of the experiments, a boat was
successfully covered in a protective smoke screen , but this caused the landing party to immediately halt, and
the waves broke up the unit, while many boats lost their way to the beachhead. These test concluded that area
suppressing fire was far better than attempting pin-point bombardment. The outcome of these exercises
convinced the Marines that better landing craft and boats were needed, as well as more dependable
communications equipment and techniques. The 1st Brigade had revealed many of the same mistakes seen in
FLEX1 but encountered several new problems. The Marines needed to get closer to the beach and the
battleships were not able to tread in shallow waters. As for the landing craft boats, the problem was still not
resolved as they were slow and extremely vulnerable. In several testing of various boats, they found that they
proved to highly unstable for gun platforms, dangerous in disembarking the troops and were incapable in
crossing submerged coral reefs. The uses of smoke and darkness to conceal the beach landings were still
causing confusion amongst the landing parties. While the artificial naval gunfire tests were being continued,
the rapid area fire had made the aerial spotting difficult for the pilots. And still communications were a
problems. However, the barrage-type bombardment met the approval for the Army Officer-Observers to
reinforce a fundamentally sound doctrine. Attack Force Operation Plans and Also present were the
understrength provisional Army 1st Expeditionary Brigade. And once again, the testing problems of previous
exercises presented themselves. The heavy California surf proved the landing boats were infeasible for beach
landings; the Navy coxswains disembarked their troops too far from the beach, broached their boats, or
dispersed the concentration of the landing in scouting out better, safer landing spots. After five standard-type
naval boats foundered in four-foot surf, efforts to adapt these were ended. Smoke and darkness continued to
present problems as in earlier tests. Bombardment tests were extensive but the spotting techniques, ordnance,
and communications used remained unsatisfactory. Plus, they learned that aerial attacks had to be made at
certain right angles to the direction of the attack to avoid friendly fire. The pilots however argued that they
lacked the special-type of attack aircraft and the proper air-ground communications before they were to gain
precision in strafing and bombing. Two aircraft squadrons, from Quantico, VA. Also, FLEX 3 was the first
time cargo nets used for embarking troops to the landing boats. The method proved a success, but as in the
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past, other Marines were loaded into boats at the rail before lowering. The use of scramble nets for
embarkation was first tested during FLEX 3. The origins of the destroyer-transports , or APDs were not
widely known at that time until it was first mentioned in an after action report when Brigadier General James
J. Meade suggested destroyers might solve the dual problem of a shortage of amphibious transports and naval
gunfire support. It had built a large number of these during World War I and most were now in obsolete
compared to the battleships that were being used as troop transports during those times. And he further
concluded that the battleships can be pressed on to other naval missions instead of being relied for troop
transportation. Although the APD provided lesser carrying capacity and limited ability in carrying landing
crafts and heavy equipment. The total amphibious landing force was composed of approximately 4, Army and
Marine Corps personnel. While firing a scheduled secondary battery practice on board the USS Wyoming on
the last day of the exercises at San Clemente Island, an explosion occurred in the 13 5-inch gun mount , killing
one officer and six enlisted personnel. Thirteen other personnel were injured in the blast. The tests were
conducted on the beaches of Vieques and the main island of Puerto Rico. During these exercises, three Army
National Guard regiments participated by "defending" ashore while the Marines of the 1st Brigade attempted a
"mock" assault against them. It was the first time that reconnaissance elements were added to the amphibious
assault, reflecting the reconnaissance doctrine outlined in the Fleet Training Publication These raiding and
patrolling parties would lay the ground work for the Marine Raider Bn. The exercise missions were a mixed
success at Vieques and Puerto Rico when two patrols were captured, but it was realized that with experience
and refinement the concept held promise. Johnson, Commander of the Attack Force, in reaching the beach
under the cover of darkness by inflatable rafts. The heavy seas were awash the decks with every wave driven
by a wind of between a force of 4 and 5 [knots] in velocity and varying direction from 70 degrees to degrees
which approximately paralleled the island. Although one was subsequently captured at the night of the
landing. Modified fishing craft were tested and, although superior to standard naval boats in beaching and
speed, their exposed rudders and screws were wont to dig in during retracting from the beach. However, both
the landing teams and recon teams agreed that communications was still a major obstacle in achieving the total
success of the Fleet Landing Exercises. Means of communications were important to transmit information
quickly and not waiting for it to be relayed once the troops had landed for it to be available for those who
would need it. These exercises again were only Navy-Marine Corps cooperation as the army no longer
participated. After a few weeks of hasty work in the New York Navy Yard, the ship served as a transport for
Marine units in the Caribbean. In the fall of Manley went back into the yards for a more extensive conversion.
Workers removed all torpedo tubes, one gun, two boilers, and their smokestacks thus creating a hold
amidships for cargo and troops. The inserted reconnaissance patrols would deflate their experimental rubber
boats upon reaching the shore and re-inflate to rendezvous with the awaiting submarine at a predestined point.
As for the Marine assault teams they found that getting their equipment to the beachhead during an
amphibious landing was a strenuous task and extremely difficult with the existing landing craft. Most of the
landing boats were incapable in hauling amphibious tractors , artillery and other important supplies necessary
for properly establishing an advanced base. The Marines requested the Bureau of Construction and Repair to
design and build feasible landing craft, but to no avail. Soon the Marines began to express interest in a variety
of different commercially produced boats. A drawback to the design was that equipment had to be unloaded,
and men disembarked, over the bow or sides, thus exposing them more to enemy fire in combat situations. The
Marine Corps requested that the boats have retractable hinged ramps at the bow-replacing the machine gun
mounts; and it was adopted as the standard personnel landing craft, the Landing Craft Personnel LCP L by It
became clear that the Navy and Marine Corps was in dire need for amphibious transports larger than
destroyers as the 1st Brigade could barely send two thousand Marines to land in the Caribbean and only
adequate experimental landing craft were provided. Comparative tests showed the Higgins Eureka landing
craft, the foot tank lighters, and rubber boats to have been the best adapted to landing operations. Smith seized
the newly developed destroyer-transport. They were the first unit to use the revamped Manley. On 23
February it used rubber boats to execute an assault landing against Culebra. In , patrols were successfully
infiltrating ashore and reporting information and became an accepted doctrine in amphibious reconnaissance.
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He designated the three companies of the 7th Marines embarked on these ships as the Mobile Landing Group.
During the exercise these units again made night landings, either to protect the main assault, or conducted
diversionary attacks. The 1st Marine Division was one of the first two division-sized units formed by the
Corps. There is no record of an activation ceremony since the division was deeply involved the preparations
for FLEX 7. This was the last fleet landing exercise before the United States became a combatant in the
Second World War.
8: MARINE CORPS AMPHIBIOUS DOCTRINE HISTORY
Tentative Landing Operations Manual-Cooperative effots by the MC Schools, MC Headquarters, and Naval War College
to analyze and study the lessons of Gallipol began to bear fruit. The main burden was carried by the MC Schools where
a committee, the Landing Operations Text Board, headed by Maj. Barrett completed in the text.
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